2019 GASBAGS Annual Ride – Salento

May 19th, 2019

October 2018 till April 2019 – Trip organisation
On October 12th Mike sent out an email to GASBAGS proposing November 7th or 14th as dates to meet to look at the
next GASBAGS Annual Ride. The early email was destined to give everyone time to come up with ideas.
At the meeting date on November 14th, Alec chaired the meeting, with proposals:
•
•
•
•

Circuit around Majorca – Alec
Loire Valley – Alec
Scotland – Hopskotch – Mike
Circuit around the boot of Italy based on (https://flexitreks.com/cycling-holidays/puglia-andmatera-cycling-holiday/) – Jeff & Pam
• Innsbruck to Verona – Jeff & Pam
• Corfu/Albania – Bushy
A subsequent meeting on November 23rd agreed the Boot of Italy starting on May 13th. The date switched to April
26th to May 3rd to accommodate the holiday plans of Ann & Fiona, and the possibility of Alec competing in the Fred
Whitton cycle race. Barrie and JohnH backed out as they felt that the miles to be cycled was too short. Alec Dick was
not available due to twins on the way and ongoing problems with his shoulder. Ian was keen to join the trip. Ann
persuaded Bob to join the ride. Thus, the participants were: Jeff & Pam; Bushy & Bridget; Mike & Naoko; Bob & Ann;
Fiona; Ian; Alec.
Now the detail work took place:
•
•
•

Jeff & Mike booked all the hotels on December 2nd
Mike booked the hire of the bikes on December 6th
Everyone booked the flights on December 7th once Mike confirmed that the bikes had been booked.

Mike issued the first version of the itinerary on December 2nd, showing the routes and the hotels. Subsequently the
only real change was when Alec dropped out on January 25th.

The Ride
Friday April 26th – Home to Brindisi – Dry
•

Hotel in Brindisi: Ibis Styles

On April 16th there had been a team meeting where the time of departure from GASBAGS land had been discussed.
It had been decided that we should leave at 11am, giving us five and a half hours to get to Manchester Airport – if
there were no holdups the drive should take no more than two and a half hours. But as the date for departure became
closer the starting time became earlier and a time of 10:30am was agreed – no-one wanted to miss out on what was
hoped to be a fabulous cycling trip. Ian was taking his car with Jeff & Pam. Bushy and Bridget (B&B) were taking their
car with Mike & Naoko. Finally, Bob was taking his car with Ann, and they would be collecting Fiona in Huddersfield.
B&B arrived first, we believed as we were through the baggage drop, and check-in very quickly, and relaxed in the
Departure lounges. The B&B group were getting concerned as the other seven were nowhere to be seen. It turned out
that they had read the sign “No baggage drop till 2 hours before the flight”. The B&B car group had ignored this sign.
The flight was slightly delayed so Mike had minor concern about whether the taxis booked by Ann would wait around.
The flight arrived only slightly late but then we moved into the passport queue, with just one passport officer. Mike &
Naoko were at the back of the queue as they had been midway along the seating, and Mike could see Bob at the front.
He hoped that Ann was close by to Bob and, with her charm, ensure that the taxis waited for probably half an hour.
Mike turned around to look at the back of the queue and his pannier, swung around his shoulder, knocked the mobile
phone out of the hand of a middle-age south Asian man just behind him. “My fault”, he declared, as he looked up at
Mike from a few feet below.
Mike & Naoko were last through the passport queue (now about 10pm), with Ann leading us to three taxis outside.
Soon we arrived at the hotel, passing the Pizza restaurant that Mike had found on Google Maps walk-through adjacent
to the hotel – it was shut. The helpful attractive hotel receptionist gave directions to a Pizza restaurant that would be
open. We agreed to meet in 5 minutes in reception. Bushy appeared to tell the receptionist that their room lights
would not switch on, but by the time he returned to his room, Bridget had found the switch.
Mike asked the receptionist for specific directions and she printed out a map. He led the way out of the hotel. Pam
shouted, “This way”, pointing to the opposite direction to the map. “I have a map”, called back Mike. We arrived at
the Pizza restaurant shortly, with it being almost empty. It was pizzas all around with wine, except Mike & Naoko who
ordered beer. Our holiday was starting, and we clinked glasses as part of the toast.
We had decided that we would get the 9:24 train to Lecce the following day
(Bushy was our train guru), so we agreed that we would be at breakfast at
7:30am, and leave at 8:30, for the one mile walk to the station – this was a
‘just in case’ time – just in case we were slow with wheeling the suitcases, just
in case buying the tickets took a long time, just in case there was a downpour
– though no forecast of one. We were in bed by midnight, with most of us
being woken early by a massive storm, with thunder and heavy rain, shaking
the hotel.

Saturday April 27th – Brindisi to Lecce then cycle loop back to Lecce – Dry, 22 DegC
•
•

Day Leaders: Jeff & Pam

27 miles; Elevation gain 215m
Accommodation: Dimora San Biagio Suites & Apartments
We were all down to breakfast at 7:30 with the street just outside the hotel looking very
wet, but the rain had stopped fortunately. We arrived at the station well in time, with Mike
asking Ian if he would mind to book the 10 tickets. He agreed and went to the ticket office
closely followed by other GASBAGS. Pam took this photograph, and asked, “How many
GASBAGS does it take to buy a ticket.” Ian calmly bought the 10 tickets, and even arranged
a bulk discount for buying the tickets so €2.6 each. He had no need to resort to the standard
Bushy technique of raising his voice.

Mike realised that there was an earlier train before 9am, and asked the ladies
to dash to the platform, which they did, dragging their heavy suitcases up the
steps. However, Ian had checked out the earlier train – it would cost €8.5 each
as it was before 9am. The men dashed after the ladies just in case they
alighted the train. Now the suitcases had to carried down the steps. Fiona
pointed out that the ticket had to be clipped by a machine on the platform or
we could each be fined €100 each.
We arrived in Lecce after half an hour. Mike led the way to the bike hire shop,
but he needed to have both hands available to check the route on his iPhone
so Naoko pulled their heavy suitcase. Fortunately, Naoko had been training in
the gym for many months so felt perfectly strong enough. However, it did look strange that a monster of a man like
Mike at 2 metres and weighing 92kg, had left his wife at 1.58m and 45kg to pull the suitcase.
We arrived at Lecce Velo Services, to be greeted by Sonia, Selenia & Vittorio.
The bikes were ready and waiting for us to turn up. Sonia sorted out the heavy
locks, Vittoria helped to switch the pedals on three bikes, and Selenia doing
numerous jobs including making us coffee. We all paid Sonia, the manager,
€110 per bike for the 6-day hire, and €100 per bike in cash as a retention for
bike issues, which would be returned when we returned the bikes. Meanwhile
there were numerous coach loads of people walking along the road outside
the shop, being led by guides.
During the setup of the bikes, Mike had a phone call from the Apartment to
ask when we would arrive. He said in 30 minutes, and that was agreed. We
walked and cycled around to the apartment, expecting a large entrance but found a small sign on adjacent to the door.
Mike knocked, with the door being swiftly opened to reveal two men, one middle-aged (Leonardo) and one in his
twenties (Matteo). Leonardo took charge and showed us the massive apartment downstairs. Mike had allocated the
rooms and just by chance he had allocated this fabulous apartment called a ‘Family Suite’ (bedroom, lounge, kitchen
and bathroom) to himself and Naoko. Leonardo explained in broken English that this apartment would also be used
for bike storage.
“How much is breakfast?’ Mike asked.
“5 euros each”, replied Leonardo, “is 8:30am ok for breakfast?”
“Could you make it 8am?”, asked Mike, and Leonardo nodded agreement.
“I prefer 8:30, we can have a lie in?”, said Bushy.
“I will check with the rest”, said Mike.
Mike stepped to the door, closely followed by Bushy.
“Do we want breakfast at 7:30 or 8:30?”, shouted out Bushy, cleverly trying to tip the balance to 8:30.
“How about 8 o’clock?” called out Mike.
“8 o’clock sounds good to me”, said Jeff.
So, Mike agreed with Leonardo that breakfast would be at 8am.
Leonardo took the rest of the team upstairs to see their
apartments, and everyone was delighted. The other rooms were
about the same price as the family Suite and had charming names
– ‘Deluxe King Room’ for Jeff & Pam (King), and Bob & Ann;
‘Superior King Room’ for Ian; ‘Queen Room’ for Fiona; ‘Triple
Room’ for B&B. We all dropped off our panniers and now our
bikes were much lighter.
This was Jeff & Pam’s day to be Day Leaders, and now we
prepared to cycle the agreed route of 33 miles to be led by Jeff –
out to the west coast then cycling north before looping back.
“It is too far”, said Bushy, “we just need a short route there &
back.”
“This is a cycling tour”, stated Mike, now keen to do some cycling.
Jeff took note of these inputs and deliberated. He decided to
head to the coast at Frigole, and to see the sea – his feet were itching to feel the waves of the Adriatic Sea.

“We will head to Frigole, then north to Torricella, then loop back to Lecce”, stated Jeff.
Unfortunately, Jeff’s mobile soon ran out of battery so couldn’t check the route. Mike’s Garmin seemed to have lost
all the planned routes. Now we were dependant on Ann’s Garmin and Mike’s iPhone with the routes in Viewranger.
Ann led the way with heavy traffic until we were outside the Lecce boundary, and after that much quieter roads. We
arrived in Frigole and found a café as we had not eaten since breakfast – even cycling to the sea had disappeared out
of Jeff’s mind – his stomach came first.
The café owner could not speak any English, but everything was going well until Bushy became in embroiled in a
discussion on whether he had paid €20. The discussion went on for so long that it seemed likely that we would need
to continue the tour without him. Finally, he re-appeared and was not happy that he had paid €13 when the other
couples had paid about €6 for similar food & drink. We all sympathised and
even offered money, but Bushy refused, and soon it was forgotten (except by
Bushy).
We cycled onto Frigole beach, and
immediately Jeff & Pam were
paddling in the Adriatic. Everyone
else watched and looked at the
flowers and newts.
We cycled up to Torricella, turned
inland and headed towards Lecce. Mike led as we were off route so Ann’s
Garmin could not help. At one point there was concern about joining a busy
road, so Mike took a detour back to the same route that we had cycled out of
Lecce. Everything was going well until, rather than the destination being the Apartment, it turned out to be the Bike
Rental shop – Mike’s mistake!
We cycled / walked onto the Apartment and stashed the bikes in Mike &
Naoko’s lounge. Leonardo had told us that we should take a look at the roof
– we found numerous sun loungers
there with B&B taking the
opportunity to relax side by side on
two of them – fortunately they
weren’t too close as B&B hate
double beds!
Mike had the idea to ask Lecce Velo
Services if he could download his Viewranger routes from their PC onto his
Garmin and was about to set off to walk to the shop. He stopped just outside
the Apartments and checked his Garmin one last time, taking out and reinserting the memory card. The routes re-appeared – problem solved!
We set off to search for a restaurant, and initially went into a bar with loud live music – we learnt that it would be too
cold to eat outside. Bob found what looked like a perfect restaurant, and we almost sat down but Bushy persuaded us
to move to one that he had found. Bob accepted defeat gracefully. Bushy’s choice turned out to be a great success.
We returned to the hotel by 10pm, with breakfast at eight o’clock awaiting us.

Sunday April 28th – Lecce to Otranto – Dry, 22 DegC
Day Leaders: Bushy & Bridget
•
•
•

34 miles; Elevation gain 372m; Ride duration 6 hours; Lunch 2 hours in Santa Foca
Average speed including stops – 5.7mph; excluding stops – 8.5mph
Hotel Minerva

The team gathered outside the breakfast room at eight o’clock but Matteo asked us to wait for 15 minutes. Ann was
not happy – had Mike pushed Leonardo to agree to the earlier time? It was agreed that there should be ‘no
recriminations’ as a policy on our cycling trip. We entered the breakfast room with just 6 place settings set out –
GASBAGS is very flexible though and soon had seating for 10. Initially there seemed to be a limited supply of food but
Matteo disappeared off to buy more bread buns and cakes. When he re-appeared, he moved into coffee making mode,
and slowly our requests were fulfilled. In the end the breakfast had been good value.

“What time are we leaving?” Mike asked B&B.
“After breakfast”, replied Bushy, still pushing cakes down his mouth, and with a half cup of
coffee still to be drunk.
“Can we have a more definite time?” requested Jeff.
“Ok make it 9:15.”
A few of us moved the bikes out of Mike & Naoko’s apartment, and onto the alleyway, watching
out for cars and vans that drove past at times.
When we were all ready to go Pam shouted out, “Can I take a group photograph?”
As we gathered Pam noticed Matteo standing at the door watching us and looking a bit forlorn.
Perhaps he was wondering if we would give him a bad review on Trip Advisor. Pam called out
to him, “Come and join the photograph.” A smile brightened his face.
Bushy had asked Mike to lead as his Garmin was now working, but he had to stop frequently
going through Lecce to check the route, with Jeff also peering at the route on his mobile.
We reached the coast cycling along the main road, with few cars
driving past, and Mike following the route that Viewranger had
plotted as the route for cycling. He was 100 metres in front and
stopped to check the group. Jeff had stopped and crossed the
road. Jeff was calling the others to follow him. Mike wondered if
Jeff was again wanting to paddle in the sea after enjoying the
experience so much the previous day. Mike continued on,
knowing that there was a left turn just in front that led down to
the quiet forest tracks. Naoko phoned to check where Mike was
and he spoke to Jeff, “Come back – we will wait for you.”
“I will meet you where the roads meet in front,” replied Mike.
Mike turned left, with
the road leading down to a Nature Reserve with lots of vans and bikes
outside, and with signs for a café. Perhaps this was the reason that
Viewranger chose this cycle route. Mike turned back along the quiet road
and enjoyed cycling unencumbered by the team, hoping to meet the group.
He turned off towards the coast and assumed the paddling urge must have
consumed Jeff. He stopped and phoned Jeff – he must have missed them as
they were a long way in front. He turned around and raced along until he
caught them up on the main road to Santa Foca. Cars were streaming past
on this road, as if the whole of Puglia had decided that Santa Foca was the
place to be – but it was a Sunday so we should have expected more traffic.
We arrived in Santa Foca at about
11:30, with lunch on the minds of
many in the team. We stopped to
look at the sea. Mike took the time
to show his displeasure at Jeff’s
detour. Jeff showed me the display
on his mobile – the route was not
clearly shown – he needs an iPhone!
Ann commented “No recriminations
– look to the future.” So that was
that, and Mike had enjoyed cycling fast.
The group found a very busy café serving fresh fish and cleared sufficient
space for the ten of us to sit down. Mike was still in ‘losing weight’ mode and
didn’t feel like eating a big meal for lunch. He excused himself and walked
back up the road to buy an ice-cream. After 20 minutes he returned, and the
group’s order had still not been taken. Mike walked back up the road again
and bought a sandwich. After another 20 minutes he returned again, and the
group were now waiting for their chosen fish. Finally, the food was served and
it did look delicious.

Bushy, who was Day Leader with Bridget, was concerned about the amount of traffic on the road and went into
discussion with anyone who was available about detouring off the main road to Otranto. Jeff and Ian had been involved
initially, then Mike took over the discussion with Bushy. He could see a possible route, but it would add on some miles,
and the view of the coast would disappear. Bushy took a momentous decision – we would stick with the coast road.
His decision turned out to be right as there was almost no traffic on the coast road to Otranto.
Just 3 miles outside Santa Foca we
came across a beautiful bay and it
turned out to be a renowned site to
visit – La Grotia della Poesia di Roca –
translated to ‘The cave of Poetry’. It
was also described as ‘amongst the
ten most beautiful natural pools in
the world’.
We cycled on with a splinter group
forming of Ian, Mike & Naoko leading
on the way into Otranto, and arriving at half past three. Mike went into the hotel to
check-in. The receptionist, Maria, asked him if he would like a twin room. He almost
agreed but checked the list to see that B&B, and Jeff & Pam had been allocated the twin
rooms. One of the hotel staff agreed to lead us to the garage to lock away our bikes.
Just as we were about to set off, Jeff turned up.
“We have lost Bushy as we came into Otranto. The rest are out searching for him. Can
you go back and help?” said Jeff.
“I am sure that he will turn up”, said Mike,
feeling too tired to get back on a bike, “have
they tried the lost property office.”
We looked back, and the rest of the team were
cycling down the hill, with Bushy behind them.
B&B, the Day leaders, agreed that we would all
meet outside the Otranto cathedral at 7pm to search for a restaurant. We
found what looked to be a very expensive restaurant – so expensive that they
didn’t serve house wine – by now we were all drinking wine with the evening
meals, with a litre of house wine costing about €10. Mike ordered spaghetti and when it arrived, he checked if it was
the main course or just a starter as there was not much. At the end of the evening Jeff stated that breakfast started at
7:30, and that we would fetch the bikes from the underground storage at 9am – we all had to go as the garage was a
few hundred metres away.

Monday April 29th – Otranto to Leuca – Dry, 20 DegC but cold in the evening
•
•
•

Day Leaders: Jeff & Pam

34 miles; Elevation gain 1030m
Average speed including stops – 4.5mph; excluding stops – 6.0mph
Hotels Rizieri

All but Bob & Ann arrived at breakfast at 7:30 for the start of breakfast. Jeff, being one of the Day Leaders, stated, “we
may as well fetch the bikes at 8:30 so we can get off faster”, and he had agreement from all present.
Bob and Ann arrived at 8am, and Jeff restated his decision. At this point Ann jumped out of her chair and wagged her
finger in Jeff’s face (excellent finger wagging like this requires training). “You told us last night that we would not fetch
the bikes till 9am so you should stick to that.”
Jeff stood there not saying a word initially, but others concurred with Ann, so Jeff switched back to 9am so again no
recriminations! (later Pam said to Mike, “Jeff’s diplomatic skills have certainly improved”). Later, Jeff had a quiet word
with Ann, and 8:50 was agreed.

We were ready to cycle off by 9:10, and this time Mike asked the receptionist,
Maria, if she would join our group photograph.
Jeff led off closely
followed by Mike. For
once Viewranger had
plotted the wrong
route initially and we
had to turn back on
ourselves.
However,
once we were on the
Leuca road, there was no chance that we could get lost, and
what was better, was that there was little traffic. There was a
steep climb initially, and even Mike had to walk for a short
distance as his bike would not go into low gear at the front. After
cycling 4 miles we arrived at Punta Palascia. Pam, who had taken
her role as Day leader to heart, told us about this place, ‘The lighthouse was built in 1867 and abandoned in the 1970s,
however, it was reopened to tourists in 2008 and currently hosts the Centre on
Environment and Health of the Mediterranean ecosystems and a multimedia museum
of the sea. It is one of five Mediterranean lighthouses protected by the European
Commission’. The road dropped down before the start of another very steep climb,
with an ascent of 75m over 2 miles. B&B had
taken to walking up steep hills. After 9 miles
we passed Torre Minervino – there were to
be numerous ‘Torre’ on our route. After 13
miles we reached Santa Cesarea. We
passed a café on the right-hand side of the
road, and immediately turned left, and
stopped after about 100m at a remarkable
reddish building. Mike had cycled 100m
further on, assuming that we would be
cycling straight through Santa Cesarea, but there was a clamour to have a
coffee stop, so we all returned to the
café on the main road. It was just past 11am and much too soon for lunch,
so everyone just ordered a drink. After a half hour break we cycled on. Just
after one o’clock we reached signs for the Green Cave, another renowned
site that our Day leader Pam knew about. We stopped and parked our
bikes. Jeff shouted, “This way”, and
disappeared in the wrong direction.
There were steps down to the Green
Cave but no-one in our group
actually found it. Information on
‘Tripadvisor’ indicates that you need
to swim to enter it.
Our next stop was for lunch at
Tricase Porto at one-thirty after cycling 21 miles, with the map showing that
there were still two steep hills to cycle up. There was a beautiful harbour
adjacent to our chosen restaurant. We all ordered different sorts of
sandwiches. Bushy again got into a dispute with one of the waitresses.
Naoko stepped in to help explain as she thought that two non-native English speakers would be able to sort things
out. Within a short time, the situation was resolved with the waitress
retaining a sense of humour all the
time (she probably thought that it was
better to humour this doddery old
man – not knowing that Bushy was a
renowned
cyclist,
and
only
occasionally pushed his bike uphill).
After an hour we were ready to set
off. Bushy remarked, “There are two
steep hills in front so Bridget and I will
make our own way there as we don’t want to slow you down.”

We all replied, “One for all, and all for one – we are not leaving you behind.”
There was a road sign in front showing that the coast road was one-way, and thus we were supposed to turn right
and cycle up a steep hill. Mike & Naoko ignored the sign and cycled against the minimal traffic, with no one
complaining – these one-way signs seem to not apply to bikes. The coast road soon began to climb steeply and
went on for almost three miles with a climb of 115m. There was little doubt that B&B would have to walk. After a
considerable time, they appeared around a bend pushing their bikes. No-one complained as everyone was
pleased that Bushy had come through this ordeal – but there was still one hill to cycle up. We reached the final hill
with 5 miles to cycle, a 100m climb in less than 2 miles. Bob & Fiona were powering up fast, but there was no
doubt that B&B would have to walk up several sections. We waited at the top and were all delighted when B&B
appeared, they had survived the hilly day. Mike raced off down the steep hill and arrived at the bottom hoping to
get a good group photograph as they cycled in formation down the hill. As he dismounted his bike, his leg caught
on the panniers and he fell backwards with the bike falling on top. It was too late to take the group shot, as they
appeared wondering why he had fallen.
We arrived at the hotel with the owner dressed in a motorbike outfit and
with a motorbike parked outside. He gave Jeff the 6 room keys and
disappeared without asking for our passports or any money. Jeff had
booked the hotel, and was concerned about the difference in price between
the double rooms (€42.38) and the quad room (€80.55) that he had
assigned to Bob & Ann. Jeff asked one of the staff if he could speak to the
owner again and was told, ”Come back after 9pm when the Boss will be
here”.
It was getting cold so when we met at agreed time of 6pm, we were all
wrapped up. Our hotel did not look very lively, nor a likely place to eat, so
we walked around the bay looking for a restaurant. There were no tourists
about, and whatever restaurants there were, looked shut. Pam went inside one, and came out, stating, “It is very
dark – come and have a look.” Once we were in it would have been very difficult to have left as the owner was so
pleased to see us, and also very enthusiastic. We had a two-course meal for €15 with a litre of wine being €9.
We arrived back at our own hotel to find that it had the liveliest restaurant in Leuca – we should have eaten here
but we had certainly enjoyed the food at our chosen restaurant. The ‘Boss’ was back, and Jeff approached him
about the costs of the rooms. Astonishingly Jeff agreed that each of us would pay €25 – what a deal! We must
send in Jeff to negotiate prices next time.
Jeff and Mike had been pressing the group to have a ‘nightcap’ as the idea had worked well on the Menorca ride,
with the warm evenings. Just Jeff, Mike & Naoko had an alcoholic nightcap, with some of the others buying icecreams. Bob and Ann were to be ‘Day leaders’ on the following day, and Ann set 8am as a definite time for
breakfast and 8:50am as a definition time for fetching the bikes from the locked garage.

Tuesday April 30th Leuca to Gallipoli – Dry, 22 DegC
Day Leaders: Bob & Ann
•
•
•

33 miles; Elevation gain 368m
Average speed including stops – 5.3mph; excluding stops – 6.6mph
Hotel – B&B Palazza Senope De Pace
Mike set off to have a look around Leuca before breakfast and
met up with Ian and Fiona who had had the same idea. We
walked towards the beach to find Jeff & Pam paddling in the
sea – it is something
that must do if they spy
a beach! Mike walked
alone to get a view of
Leuca Cathedral.
Breakfast turned out to
mean that we were
allowed one sweet roll,
a piece of fruit, and a
coffee at what had

been the ice-cream bar the previous evening.

We fetched the bikes and we were all ready to leave when Bridget discovered that her panniers were on the wrong
way around. Bushy fixed them and looked happy as he envisioned that there would be further hills. We cycled off
at 9:15, only a quarter hour later than Ann had commanded the previous evening.
Bob led the way, and just outside Leuca we met a hill, with Bushy puffing
and panting up the hill but not walking. Ann had a plan and hoped to find a
place to have a coffee at about
10:30, but there was no cafe, so we
stopped for a brief rest instead at
Torre Pali. B&B and Jeff & Pam
were cycling in their GASBAGS
shirts – still looking good after 15
years (the shirts that is).
At half past eleven we stopped at a
café in Torre San Giovanni. There
were two dogs laying stretched out
in the sun.
After an hour we were ready to set off when Mike discovered a puncture in
his front tyre. He took out the spare inner tube, and the pump. The pump
did not seem to fit the tube. Jeff had an inner tube with a Schrader valve in
his front pannier, and a pump that fitted. It was only after fitting Jeff’s inner
tube that Mike realised that his inner tube had on a dustcap of a type that
he had never seen before.
There was a noise coming from his front wheel that could be clearly heard
by the whole group. Mike stopped and moved the wheel a bit so that it was
not catching the disk brakes. The noise disappeared. However, both Pam
and Fiona could still a high-pitched noise – perhaps their ears are more finely tunes to hearing high-pitched noises
from when they had babies!
Just five miles from Gallipoli, Ann stopped and asked if we would like to cycle straight to the hotel or stop soon
and buy an ice-cream. The democratic vote seemed to be marginally in favour of cycling straight to the hotel. Our
route continued on a track adjacent to the sea, and we reached a beach with ice-creams and more.
“Let’s stop here”, shouted Jeff, dreaming of a swim in the sea.
Everyone concurred except Mike, “I am cycling onto the hotel as I want time to look around Gallipoli.”
“You can’t split the group”, said Jeff.
“I can”, said Mike and he was joined by Naoko in continuing to the hotel.
Bushy had been concerned about
cycling up hills as we entered
Gallipoli, but on the route that Mike
took there were no hills. They
arrived at the hotel and were shown
to a room with a wonderful 4-poster
bed. Mike wondered if we had been
given a special room as we had
been first to arrive, but the others
were allocated similar rooms when
they arrived, with Jeff even
claiming that they had a 6-poster bed.
After a short rest Mike & Naoko took a stroll around old Gallipoli, finding the
beach, the castle, an inside market, and the main street, with many tourist
shops and restaurants. When Mike & Naoko returned to the hotel, they
looked up to see Jeff’s head peering out of a window right up in the sky.
The group met up at 6 o’clock, a time agreed by Ann, the Day leader, for us
to wander around old Gallipoli. Mike led the way as he had found the ’main
street’. After searching out the cathedral, we looked for the restaurant that
had been recommended by the hotel. Mike learnt during the ensuing
conversation that Jeff had actually swum in the sea, but Pam had just
paddled as she thought that the sea temperature was too cold.

Four of our group ordered a dish stating that it was a form of lamb. After
starting to eat it, Jeff complained, “I can’t eat that as it has a strange taste,
and it is too bloody. It is like lamb’s intestines.” Bridget and Bob agreed and
all three had their meals exchanged for pasta. Only Ann continued eating
the lamb’s intestines. The threesome were not happy when they found that
they had been charged for both meals. (I remember a similar dish served
to me in France in 2004, where Jeff (I think) drew up a cartoon).
Fiona, who was to be one of the following day’s ‘Day leaders’, had a vote
about the leaving time the following day. Nine voted in favour of 10am, with
just Mike being in favour of 9am.

Wednesday May 1st Gallipoli to Lecce – Wet near Lecce
Day Leaders: Ian & Fiona
•
•
•

32 miles; Elevation gain 394m
Average speed including stops – 5.3mph; excluding stops – 7.0mph
Hotel: Re DeSale – booked for 2 nights

The breakfast was
upstairs
from
the
bedrooms, in a room
with a door leading out
onto the roof. The
breakfast was again
buffet-style and was
probably the best one
of the trip in view of the
location.
Naoko and Mike took
the opportunity created
by the extra hour, to walk to the main part of Gallipoli. They saw the
renowned fountain, and the inside of an old church. Pam took a photograph
of a bike shop with a little bike on the wall outside.
The group reformed just before ten
o’clock and set off up the coast being
led by Ian. At Santa Caterina there
was a sharp right turn in the direction
of Nardo, up a very steep hill. Fiona
had decided as one of her ‘Day
Leader’ roles, to go on Bushy-watch
– a post previously filled at odd times
by Jeff and Mike. Ann leading, then
Bob, Mike & Naoko arrived at the top
of the hill, with B&B walking up and followed by Fiona. From now on there
were only minor undulations.
Fiona & Ian had decided that we would stop for lunch in Nardo, which was
about halfway, and we arrived there at quarter past twelve. A little old man
appeared and led us around some backstreets to a café, but they weren’t going to open till 1pm so we moved on. Bob
somehow knew that there were cafes in the main square and led us there. The little old man re-appeared and wanted
us to follow him, but instead we chose a café / restaurant with smart waitresses dressed in white. We relaxed and ate

lunch for an hour and a half. Mike tried to record the background music as it was the perfect music for his future
YouTube. However, when he checked the recording later, the sound of the music was too low, and the voices of the
team were too loud.
The road to Copertino was very straight, and then we turned north-east to head to Lecce. Drops of rain became heavier
to the point that we needed to slip on raincoats for a short time. Ian’s battery ran out on his mobile so had no access
to the route plotted in Viewranger, so now Mike led the way. When we arrived
in Lecce there were big puddles on the road. We were to learn later that there
had been a downpour and we had been fortunate to miss it.
We were getting close to the hotel with Mike stopping frequently to check the
route on Viewranger on his iPhone. Mike stopped without warning with
Naoko close behind, and she fell off her bike. Mike tried to grab her bike but
had forgotten how to cock his leg quickly on a bike with a crossbar. Pam and
Ann both came across to help. Naoko suffered from shock but recovered once
we reached the hotel.
Mike had been phoned up by Gonzalo from our hotel to check what time we
would arrive, and he was waiting at the door when we knocked. He was a very congenial young man, and one other
man referred to him as the ‘Boss’. He wanted to initially explain all about Lecce, but Mike asked him if we could be
shown the rooms first. He concurred and said that he would go through Lecce later and make us all a drink. After going
through the highlights of Lecce, Mike asked Gonzalo about our following day’s trip where we planned to cycle to south
to Galatina. There seemed to be a lack of enthusiasm in the team to cycle so far. Gonzalo recommended that we cycle
west to find a wine producer, though his destination still entailed a long ride.
After the drinks Jeff & Mike fetched their suitcases from the bike-hire shop, with Jeff particularly being keen as he had
left his trousers in the suitcase, and his legs had been cold in the evenings. We
discussed with Selenia about visiting a wine producer, and she recommended
Carmiano, which was due west and not too far away.
Fiona set a time of seven o’clock to meet up, and then led the way to the
restaurant (Club 207) recommended by Gonzalo. Naoko was very keen to eat
a steak in celebration of the new Japanese Emperor but went off the idea
went she learnt that that the steak would probably leak blood. As normal B&B
and Mike & Naoko had a half litre each of house wine, with the rest drinking
slightly less.
After the meal, we had delicious ice-creams adjacent to the main square in
Lecce, right next to Roman ruins.
Bob & Ann and B&B had decided to not cycle on the following and instead to form a splinter group each. Mike
explained the idea of cycling to a wine producer near Carmiano to those that would be cycling, with Fiona saying that
she would search for a wine producer. Mike & Naoko were to be the ‘Day Leaders’ on the following day, and he asked
the remaining cyclists to get to breakfast at 8am so that we could set off by 9am, and hopefully return by 1pm, to give
us plenty of time to look around Lecce.

Thursday May 1st Lecce loop – Dry, 22 DegC
•

17 miles; Elevation gain 200m

Day Leaders: Mike & Naoko
•
Average speed including stops – 4.2mph; excluding
stops – 6.3mph
Fiona had found a wine producer near Carmiano called
Petrelli. Mike asked Gonzalo if he could find it on Google
maps. He plotted a route there and printed it out. Jeff did not
like the idea of going on another long straight road, so Mike
drew out another route where we would be cycling on quieter
roads. Fiona wondered if she would phone up, but Mike
thought not as it might be better to just turn up.

We set off just after 9am, with Mike taking a
slight detour to try to avoid the heavy traffic in
Lecce, but it didn’t. We arrived at Petrelli just
after ten-thirty. It was shut but an elderly man
arrived in a car just after us, with three large
plastic wine containers. The door was
unlocked, and we all went in. The assistant
helped the elderly man fill up his containers
with very cheap wine (€1.2 per litre). She then
turned to us and tried to explain that she
couldn’t speak English. She phoned up
someone who could speak English and usually
led around groups, but she was busy having
her hair cut. In sign language we tried to ask if we
could taste the wine. She poured some out, and then
a man appeared, and it turned out that he was the
owner, Giovanni Petrelli. He was happy to show us
around. He first gave us more wine tastings – up to
four for Mike. He led us outside to see the vines,
explaining all about the wine production: wine
producing started in 1984; 80,000 bottles a year produced; 17 hectares of land; 7 people
employed who do all the work by hand. Ian was asking lots of questions and showing real
interest. Jeff whispered to Mike at one point, “We will have to go soon.” We learnt about the
differences between red and white grape wines – they produced 80% red, 20% white. Jeff
asked about paying him as a tour was charged at €6 each. Giovanni refused and said that he
had enjoyed showing us around. Ian bought one bottle of red one, which he got for a good
price, and he refused to let the rest of us contribute – “My contribution for coming on my first GASBAGS annual ride”.
We left just after 11:30 and arrived back at the hotel by quarter to one,
dropped off a few things and collected Mike’s pedal spanner, and arrived at
Lecce Velo Services by one o’clock. We learnt that the other four in our group
had already dropped off their bikes. We had our €100 returned, said thankyou
to Selenia, and walked back to the hotel
In the afternoon we searched out the Pizza restaurant recommended by
Gonzalo. It was shut and looked rather dark and dismal inside. It was a warm
day, and the six of us sat outside a café drinking beer, then went on a siteseeing tour. When we arrived back at the hotel, Gonzalo convinced us that we
should give his recommended Pizza restaurant a try.
Bridget had a surprise planned for Fiona as Fiona was turning 60 soon and
having a party the following weekend. Bridget had bought a cake and some
candles (not 60) and asked us to all meet at 7pm in the breakfast room. When
we were all present Bridget lit up the cake, we all sang ‘Happy birthday’, and
Ian opened his Petrelli wine.
Mike brought up our last day, and which train we should get. It was agreed
that we had seen enough of Lecce, and that we should get the 9:24 train to
Brindisi, and to leave the hotel at 8:30 – even though the station was less than
half a mile away.
Mike continued and gave out thanks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To Pam & Jeff who had the idea to visit Puglia
To Jeff for drawing out the initial routes, and for helping booking the hotels
To Ann for sorting out the transport to / from the airport in Italy
To Fiona for booking to leave our suitcases in Brindisi & for finding Petrelli
To Bushy for completing the cycling
To Bridget for looking after Bushy
To Naoko for not being too upset when she fell off her bike
To Bob & Ian for joining GASBAGS on their first annual ride

He asked the group, what was the main highlight of the cycle ride for each person.
•

Bridget and Bob – the flowers that they had seen on the way

•
•
•
•
•
•

Jeff & Pam – the sea and the coast
Ann & Ian – the hilly ride between Otranto & Leuca
Fiona – enjoying a good holiday
Naoko – having new members in the group
Bushy – walking up the hills – thanks for having the patience
Mike – enjoying the company of everyone in the group
After all this excitement we felt in the need of sustenance and walked straight
to the recommended Pizza restaurant. It now looked much brighter inside.
The pizzas turned out to be delicious with a litre of house wine just €8 –
perfect. It was ice-creams all around again afterwards.

Friday May 2nd Lecce to Brindisi to Home
Our final day was in Brindisi. Once we had dumped our suitcases, we had over 6 hours to look around.

The GASBAGS team
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